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03.5653

Scangrip MultiMatch 3 c/w Cordless Battery
Lighting solutions for the automotive painting industry. Scangrip Colour Match lighting solutions are specially designed for the automotive painting industry, and are made for
colour matching, detailing and general paint work and are usable everywhere a painted surface needs inspection. The COB (chip on board) LED technology provides a unique,
uniform and completely even illumination with only one shadow which makes it particularly effective for detailing and colour matching light. The colour temperature (KELVIN)
exactly fits the specific requirements for efficient work light in the automotive painting industry. The newly invented CCT SCAN functionality offers the option to scan the surface
of an object with the various colour temperatures available in the interval from 2500K to 6500K. CCT SCAN functionality provides optimum conditions for the most accurate
colour match and highlighting and discovering paint defects. 03.5653 Multimatch 3
LED work light with all daylight colour matching, Bluetooth & SPS solution for car detailing. Multimatch 3 is an outstanding and powerful rechargeable work light providing up to
3,000 lumens for inspection of large surfaces during polishing, painting and cleaning operations as well as for colour matching. The LED work light features the unique All
Daylight function, providing you with the option to choose between 5 different colour temperatures. And the 5-step dimmer function makes it possible to adjust the light into five
different levels depending on the job at hand. Features the innovative Scangrip Power Solution which provides you with unlimited availability to light. You can either insert a new
fully charged battery and continue to work while another battery is charging, or you can simply add the charger directly to the LED work light to get power supply. The integrated
battery backup function prevents you from being without light at any time. With the Bluetooth lighting control app, you can control and adjust both the light output and the colour
temperatures, along with a range of other useful, wireless functions improving daily work efficiency.

Additional Information
• Re-chargeable Scangrip Power Solution (SPS) battery pack for long operation time.
• Bluetooth light control using the Scangrip APP.
• Dustproof & waterproof construction (IP67), EU design patent.
• 1.5 - 15h operating time, 1.5h charging time, 11.1V/4000mAh Li-ion. Supplied with SPS battery 4Ah (Part No. 03.6003) & SPS charging
system 35W Part No. 03.6006.

• Optional extras; Scangrip Diffuser, Part No. 03.5750 - gives you increased functionality and new possibilities to adapt your work light
even further to the specific work task. The light diffuser spreads and softens the light while avoiding hard shadows. It is easy and safe to
mount the cover on your Scangrip lamp: Scangrip Wheelstand, Part No. 03.5682 - developed for mobile positioning of work lights in the
workshop or bodyshop. It is easy to move the light to where you need it, & at the same time you avoid uncomfortable and heavy lifting
from one workplace to the other.

http://powertec.co.uk/product/03.5653
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